
The Model PCT-120 converts the scaled pulse 
contact closure  type of signal common to 
most water meters to a frequency output for 
use by most irrigation controllers. 
 
Water meters were designed as totalizers,  
recording and displaying total water usage.  
To automate these devices, they are equipped 
with an output device that produces a pulse 
scaled to units of measure such as one pulse 
per gallon.  Most irrigation controller flow     
circuits are designed to receive an input      
frequency (pulses per second) proportional to 
the rate of flow. 
 
At lower flow rates, the controller is unable to 
read the pulse type output because the time 
between pulses is too long. 
 
The PCT-120 receives these slower pulses 
from the water meter and converts them into a 
frequency fast enough for the controller to   
accept. 
 
The PCT-120 is designed and built for service 
in the harsh electrical environment of irrigation 
control systems. 
 
The Model PCT-120 features two LEDs to   
indicate operating conditions and aid in       
diagnostics. 

 
BENEFITS  
 
 Convert scaled pulse contact closure (reed 

switch) output from any water meter to a     
frequency. 

 Converts any units of measurement :     
gallons, cubic feet, liters, cubic meters, etc. 

 Mounts at the irrigation controller and    
provides two wire connection to contact      
closure device on meter. Eliminates need 
for power to water meter location 
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DIMENSIONS 
 
Electronics potted in ABS shell.   Overall size 
3”X1.5”X 1” high.   
 
All leads are 20 AWG color coded 8” long 

 

 
SPECIFICATIONS 
 
 Power Supply Voltage: 12-24 VAC or DC 
 Sensor Input: Up to 24 V pulse (~4.5 volt 

switch level) 5VDC with 1Kohm pull-up  
 Control Inputs: 12-24 VAC or DC 
 Signal Outputs:  Open collector (10 mA   

sinking) 

 
 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
 
Order part number  PCT-120 
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